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Part 1: Recent Research



SCENARIO

An agency provides a set of stock photos to a client that contained 
racial disparities that entail the potential for discrimination.

Condition 1: Curators sourced the best images. 
Condition 2: AI (Artificial Intelligence) sourced the best images. 

Participants rated the likelihood that the images choices were biased

H1: People perceive decisions that yield disparities as less biased when such 
decisions stem from an AI as opposed to a human. 

Can AI Legitimise Discrimintation?



AI decisions that 
demonstrate racial disparities 

are less likely to be 
perceived as biased than 

human decisions. 

People think that AIs are more 
likely than humans to treat 

everyone equally. 

Can AI Legitimise Discrimintation?

unlikely likely 

57%
75%

25%

43%

➔ endorses  stereotypical 
beliefs that drive 
discrimination further.
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Part 2: AI-Enabled Workforce 
Environments

SATALIA FUTURE OF WORK



What is AI? 

“Goal-directed 
Adaptive Behaviour”

Sternberg & Salter (1982)



DIGITAL 
TWINS

OPTIMISATION

PLANNING

PEOPLE-CENTRIC ANALYTICS

Adaptive Workforce 
Environments

Talent Supply & Work Demand

Rules & Constraints

(Future) Work Demand & 
(Simulated) Talent Supply 
Requirements  

Predictions & Insights

How is it adaptive? 
Example 1 -  DEI
Example 2 -  Innovative & Productive Teams
Example 3 -  Attrition



The role of Optimisation



Rules
● Flying to right of walking
● Swimming to left of walking
● Reptiles 2-away from felines
● No same colours touching
● Tails prefer next to tails
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1,307,674,368,000
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4,200 people with different:
• skills 
• experience
• location
• availability 
• career goals

8,600 opportunitites 
with different:
• skills needed 
• start/end dates
• restrictions
• client locations

Constraints:
• regulation rules
• skills
• experience
• sector knowledge
• …

54 
constraints

1. Maximises demand 
fulfilled

2. Distributes workload 
evenly

3. Minimises travel time
4. Frees time in whole 

weeks

An optimised schedule:

4 
goals

4,200 

people
8,600 

audits

This is the problem we solved



Digital Twins



A digital twin is simply a digital mirror of an ecosystem, 

…to inform better decisions.

Digital Twins: what are they?
Automate 
Processes

Decentralise 
Processes

Liquid 
organisations

Allow for strategic 
planning and “what if 

scenarios” - 
simulation 

Make data-informed 
decision making. E.g. 
workforce allocation

Avoid and 
detect biases

Personalised 
Employee 

Experienced

Enable advanced 
BI & People 

Analytics



STEP 1 - Identify the most important entities in the ecosystem. 
E.g. Talent  & and Work/tasks

STEP 2 - Represent how they relate and the processes they undertake. 
E.g. Who works on what, when and why? How do people currently work together? 

STEP 3 - Identify goals and what generates value. 
E.g. Is it effective? What drives value? How do we adapt to changes in the future? 

Digital Twins: building better work teams

FORMAL STRUCTURE & PROCESSES
Hierarchical, static, formal processes, law compliance focused 

- how the organization is thought to operate 

WORKING STRUCTURE
Networked, dynamic, emergent, informal

- how the organization actually operates

VALUE ORIENTED STRUCTURE
Networked, goal-oriented, strategic, simulated, automated

- how the organization should operate to achieve strategic goals



Part 3: Network Analysis - 
seeing people in context



Based on what? Individual traits. 

Demographics, IQ, EQ, Personality, Expertise, Motivation etc.

Feelings, Thoughts and Behaviour

 

Understand and predict how people feel, think and behave!

What Psychologists do



buys the new iPad, 
is depressed, 
is happy,
is a vegetarian 
votes conservative, 
or is professionally disengaged? 

Who?



Divorce can be easy!
. 

Happiness is contagious!

Technology buying behavior

Obesity, an epidemic? 
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Nodes: People
Ties: Friendship

Nodes: People
Ties: Co--‐voted at least once

Directed graphs

Weighted graphs

The Variety of Networks



Work is increasingly “net-work” as we move towards 
organisational models that are flatter, more flexible 
and collaborative, and increasingly more 
self-organized dependent on knowledge assets. 

With this shift to a more organic structure comes 
a need to understand it and learn how to manage it. 

Work as Network



Work as Network

FORMAL STRUCTURE & PROCESSES
Org Chart

Hierarchical
Seniority

Job Titles
Static

WORKING (often informal) STRUCTURE
Network map
Collaboration
Leadership
Informal roles
Dynamic



Are the formal and informal 
structure aligned? Who is formally 
and/or informally influential? 

Who is influential (positive or 
negative) for driving change? 

Which employees are most at 
flight/attrition-risk? And why. 

How can we measure, 
and increase DEI? 

What characterizes influencers 
and high performers? 

What characterizes our current 
culture? 

Where will succession, team 
reshuffling put us at risk of losing 
knowledge & connections? 

How can we enable Innovative 
and Productive Individuals & 
Teams

Identifying and accelerating 
knowledge and information flows 
across boundaries.

Supporting Mergers & 
Acquisitions

Enable strategic mentoring.

Network Business Questions



DEI metrics tend to successfully capture the level of diversity,
yet it is often disregarded what is needed to successfully

a) leverage the benefits of, 
b) engage and 
c) retain a diverse workforce.

DIVERSITY POSITIVE OUTCOMES
?

Do we provide the 
conditions allowing our 
diverse talent to thrive? 

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion



Moving beyond representation Acknowledging the role of networks

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion



Are diverse groups embedded in an inclusive (unbiased) way? 

Does this differ depending on factors such as level, team or type of work?

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

😱

DIVERSITY POSITIVE OUTCOMES
Inclusion

+

Homophily 



Optimal team structure for innovation is different than for efficiency/productivity

● Strength of Weak ties & Brokerage Structures
● Diversity much more important 
● Similar expertise different experience

Innovative and Productive Individuals & Teams

Example 2- Diverse Team Performance 

Example 1- Innovative Team Structures

Diverse teams require greater network centralization and density for optimal performance

DIVERSITY POSITIVE
OUTCOMES

Centralisation & Density

Low workflow 
network density

High workflow 
network density

TE
A

M
 P

E
R

FO
R

M
A

N
C

E

Low Diversity
High Diversity

Very similar scenario 
for network centrality 



Network sizes 
become polar

Attrition is costly. 
➔ Certain network characteristics tend to be related to attrition.  

Attrition

Employee Exit
Engaged Employee

Clusters of Exists Changes in 
networking 
behaviour

Using Simulation to 
mitigate future gaps 
and knowledge loss. 

Remember, 
attitudes and 
behaviours “are 
contagious”!



Thank You 


